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Title: Commissioner of Internal Revenue vs. The Estate of Benigno P. Toda, Jr.

Facts:
The  case  revolved  around  a  deficiency  income  tax  assessment  issued  against  Cibeles
Insurance Corporation (CIC) for the year 1989, amounting to P79,099,999.22. On March 2,
1989, CIC, through Benigno P. Toda, Jr., decided to sell the Cibeles Building for not less
than P90 million. On August 30, 1989, Toda sold the property to Rafael A. Altonaga for P100
million, who then sold it to Royal Match Inc. (RMI) for P200 million on the same day. Both
sales were notarized by the same public notary. Altonaga paid P10 million as capital gains
tax for the sale to RMI.

CIC filed its annual income tax return for 1989, declaring a gain from the sale of the
property but paid taxes based on a net taxable income that reflected the initial sale amount.
Later, Toda sold his CIC shares to Le Hun T. Choa for P12.5 million. After Toda’s death, the
Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) issued an assessment notice to CIC for deficiency income
tax, which was contested by CIC’s new owners and eventually Toda’s estate.

The case was escalated through various appeals from the CTA to the Court of Appeals, with
the latter affirming the CTA’s decision that Toda’s estate was not liable for the deficiency
tax primarily because the series of transactions constituted tax avoidance, not evasion, and
that the period for assessment had presumably lapsed.

Issues:
1. Whether the tax planning scheme adopted constitutes tax evasion.
2. Whether the period for the BIR to assess the deficiency income tax had prescribed.
3. Whether the estate of Benigno P. Toda, Jr. could be held liable for the deficiency income
tax of CIC for 1989.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court ruled in favor of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and reversed
the decisions of both the CTA and Court of Appeals. It determined that the transaction
between CIC and Altonaga,  leading to RMI,  was a scheme of  tax evasion rather than
avoidance  due  to  its  intent  to  reduce  tax  liabilities  through  apparent  fraudulent
transactions. The court found the simultaneous sales, along with pre-arranged payments,
and Toda and Altonaga’s close association indicative of an intent to deceive for tax evasion.
Further, the Court held that since the transaction was fraudulent, the period for assessment
had  not  prescribed.  Lastly,  the  Court  found  Toda’s  estate  liable  due  to  his  personal
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undertaking to cover CIC’s tax liabilities for the pertinent years.

Doctrine:
– The distinction between tax avoidance (legal)  and tax evasion (illegal)  hinges on the
taxpayer’s intent, with evasion involving deceitful measures to reduce tax liabilities.
– A tax scheme that lacks genuine business purpose and is primarily aimed at evading taxes
is considered fraudulent.

Class Notes:
– Tax Evasion: Involves deliberate acts to deceive tax authorities, reducing or avoiding tax
payments through illegal means. It includes the integration of an intent to evade, a course of
action that is unlawful, and a resulting tax deficit.
– Tax Avoidance: The legal optimization of one’s financial affairs to minimize tax liability
within the bounds of the law.
– Prescriptive Period for Tax Assessment: The BIR has ten years from the discovery of fraud
or falsity to assess taxes in cases of fraudulent or false returns intended to evade taxes.

Historical Background:
This case highlights the intricate line between tax avoidance and evasion within Philippine
tax law. Through the maneuvers of Toda and CIC, the Supreme Court was prompted to
elaborate on the principles differentiating legitimate tax planning from fraudulent schemes
aimed at evading tax duties.  This decision reinforces the judiciary’s stance against tax
evasion, emphasizing the importance of substance over form in evaluating transactions for
tax purposes.


